Overview

DocLauncher is an MPage component designed to provide clinicians with the ability to access forms quickly from a single location.

The eMR Allied Health working group sessions held in 2014 identified that clinicians use a wide range of documents and forms in eMR to perform assessments, record patient observations and progress. The electronic forms and documents in eMR are located in various places in the system, with clinicians navigating through Ad-hoc charting folders, document catalogs and other methods to find the required form.

In response the eMR Program has worked with key Allied Health representatives from the LHDs to develop DocLauncher. DocLauncher is designed to improve navigation to the most commonly used forms and documents, as identified by Allied Health, regardless of where the forms and documents were originally located.

The DocLauncher will provide clinicians with the ability to:

- ‘One-click’ into the forms most commonly used by their discipline to start documenting immediately
- Provide an indicator showing that a form has previously been completed
- Open the last completed instance of a form to review the results and observations recorded
- Select and change the Allied Health discipline or workstream they are working in to provide the forms for that discipline
- Provide the ability to record the Senior Medical Officer (PD2012_069) Requirements have been incorporated in this design